
100Fold / Radio Team Audio Book – Envision Team 2019 – Abingdon 
Needed! People who can...read, use a computer (if you can easily put            
a picture in a document, you can learn what is needed for doing this)              
and have a heart for supporting pastors in mission settings. 
Wouldn’t it be fantastic if someone became a Christian, in part because you             
had produced an evangelistic Audio Book which they listen to?  
Perhaps you want to do something to support mission, but don’t feel you             
can go. Then stay and get involved be creating resources that will be used              
in mission settings. This team will train you to do just that! 
Are you older and feel you can’t do anything? Wrong!  If read aloud well, your gift is needed!!  
Are you younger but feel there is nothing you can do in mission? Wrong! You can create badly needed                   
resources in your spare time. 
Following on from the success of the team last year, we are again holding an Envision team to train more                    
people like you to record, edit and produce audio books and audio articles for              
missionaries to use. Each member of the team would: 

● with support, build a “recording kit” 
● be trained in using the kit to make audio 

recordings 
● be trained in simple editing techniques 
● produce an “audio article” which 100Fold 

will offer to gospel partners 
● start to produce an audio book  

 
Is it too difficult for me? 
Last year, everyone managed to do everything we covered         
and, by the end of the team, everyone was working like an            
old hand. Perhaps you think you don’t have the computer          
skills to do this? If you can easily write and send an email,             
or put a picture into a document, you have the ability to            
learn and do the recording and editing.  
If you have a heart for this, don’t be put off by doubts of              
your own skills. If God is calling you to this, He will equip             
you.We are looking for people with a real heart for this,           

who may have any one (or more) of several interests, to get involved.  
How much does it cost? 
We make a charge for the kit you use, as well as for board if               
required). We then loan the kit to you to take home for as long as               
you continue to produce recordings. Once you have finished with          
the kit, it needs to be returned so we can make it available to              
someone in a missionary context who cannot afford such kit, for           
them to make recordings. 
We hope your Church is behind you as you do this, and we hope              
they will support you and contribute to these costs. 
When is it? 
Monday 1st July to Friday 12th July. You go home in the weekend between, but we can arrange for you to stay                      
if this is a problem. 
If any of these points have made you raise your eyebrows, then contact the UFM or GBM offices, or contact                    
me NOW! Perhaps this describes someone you know. Give them this leaflet and pray for them. Ask them in a                    
week what they think about this opportunity.  Encourage them to contact me or the UFM or GBM office soon! 

Contact me at Keith@100Fold.org or 01296 422 142 
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